
MAT 137 Calculus II

Slope Fields
You may work in a group of two or three on this activity. If you do this, please

submit a single paper for your group with names of all participants.
Your report should be written using complete sentences, in paragraph form, sup-

plemented by labeled slope fields and graphs. Results should be expressed in
context. The report will be graded on the basis of content (8 points), and expression
and presentation (2 points).

The project will use a slope field application such as the applet JOde (link on the
section web site) and analysis of differential equations.

You should plan to complete the project outside of class using your own computer
or a university facility.

Project Activities

1. In this first part, we will study the differential equation y′ + y = 2ex first using
slope fields and then a variation on separation of variables.

(a) Open JOde and choose the first link below the graphic (Slope fields and
solutions of equations of the form y′ = f(x, y)). Then enter the equation
y′ + y = 2ex using the syntax y′ = −y + 2 ∗ Ex for JOde and adjust the
parameters as follows: Min x, Max x, Min y, Max y: −6 ≤ x ≤ 6,−6 ≤
y ≤ 6 or adjust to your preference; Step Size: 0.02 (this will smooth the
solution plots).

(b) Plot several solution curves by clicking on a point on the y axis corre-
sponding to initial conditions (values of y(0)). You can ”clear all” it the
graph becomes too cluttered. You can also enter the initial condition in
the bottom box and use Submit. This feature allows for more control over
the initial condition. Try this for y(0) = 1, y(0) = 3, etc.

i. What initial condition produces a solution that is symmetric about
the y axis?

ii. Describe the asymptotic behavior of the solutions as x →∞. Can you
guess the function whose graph the solutions approach?

(c) To get an equation for the solution curves, we will do the following.

i. First, solve the equation with a 0 on the right hand side, that is y′ +
y = 0, using separation of variables. (Note that the original equation
cannot be solved using separation of variables.) This is called the
homogeneous solution. It will have an arbitrary constant, which will
be referred to as A below.
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ii. Then find a particular solution to the whole equation y′ + y = 2ex

by trying something like the function on the right hand side. That
is, try functions of the form y = Bex and determine which value of
B provides a solution. In this part, you will get exactly one solution
without an arbitrary constant.

iii. The general solution is the sum of the solution in part (a) (the homo-
geneous solution) and the solution in part (b). Express this general
solution, labeled as such.

iv. Finally, use the initial condition y(0) = 2 and find the value of A and
express the specific solution that meets this condition.

2. Consider the differential equation y′ =
x

y
.

(a) Use the slope field, with several solutions plotted to analyze the nature of
the solution curves. (Note that y = 0 is bound to cause problems. so avoid
this.) What shape (name of type of curve) do the solutions seem to have?
(Refer to Appendix B, Conic Sections for some review.)

(b) Find the general solution using separation of variables to confirm your
guess. Leave your solution in implicit form (i.e., do not solve for y explic-
itly).

(c) What does the initial condition represent graphically?
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